The Light Ahead Wednesday, September 21 at 5:00 pm
(Yiddish, 94 min) Based on Mendele Moykher Sforim’s story of love frustrated by small-town ignorance.

Green Fields Wednesday, October 5 at 5:00 pm
(Yiddish, 97 min) In this open-air adaptation of Peretz Hirshbein's classic play, an ascetic young scholar ventures into the Lithuanian countryside, searching for "true Jews."

The Cantor's Son Wednesday, October 19 at 5:00 pm
(Yiddish, 90 min) A musical about a wayward youth who makes his way from his Polish shtetl to New York’s Lower East side.

Sallah Shabati—followed by a discussion with Sayed Kashua Wednesday, November 9 at 5:00 pm
(Hebrew, 100 Min) This early "bourekas film" satirizes the conflict between Mizrahim and European Jews.

All films have English subtitles and pizza will be served!!